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That’s why we choose for good 

quality what you’ve actually come 

to expect from us. But on the other 

hand, your terrace has to look 

attractive to your guests. And you 

want your guest to be comforta-

ble inside too. We understand this. 

Sit down on our new collection 

and let our team take care of your 

worries. 

Collection 
book 2020

C A T A L O G U E  |  W E L C O M E

With the new collection in this 

collection book you are not only 

sitting well in comfort but also with 

the design. For our new collection 

we were not only searching for a 

good looking terrace collection but 

also for a good base. A collection 

that benefits everyone, because 

we understand like no other that 

your terrace is exposed to all kinds 

of weather and should therefore 

be able to take a punch. And your 

furniture indoors should also be able 

to withstand a lot of wear and tear. 

The Jyll chair is available 

in options and can be 

found on page 14.
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081 263 440 - www.acrm.be
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The Leather Back collection is a mood 

maker in a classic interior but also a 

real eye-catcher in a modern interior. 
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28
The trend right now: marble. Available 

as tabletops or as complete tables, the 

choice is yours! 

MORE MARBLE

44 STACKCHAIRS
We know the art and the ease of stac-

king. The new label has it all; The Next 

Generation Stackchairs.

26
Get to know some of our extensive 

tabletop collection. 
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FURNITURE

8
This season’s must-haves. Every chair in 

our collection passes through the eyes 

of our designers. 

DESIGNERS CHOICE

16
Some of our most recently completed 

projects that are definitely worthwhile! 

5x RECENTLY 
REALIZED5

Our designers know how to make your dreams 

come true in an appealing design. How do we 

do that?  You can read more about that in our 

step-by-step plan. 

FROM DESIGN TO 
REALISATION

WHAT YOU DID 
NOT KNOW ...

PROJECT 
INSPIRATION

‘ ‘  D I F F E R E N T
 S T Y L E S  F O R 
E V E R Y O N E  ’ ’
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See the Lungo chair on page 23
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sunny terrace. 

TRILL COLLECTION

96
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have easy outdoor cushions in our 

range. 

CUSHIONS

88
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with your favourite base and create 

your own table! 
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TABLE TOPS
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EVERYTHING 
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TERRACE

54
Discover the entire terrace collection 

in the middle of the magazine.

DISCOVER THE 
COLLECTION

See recently completed projects on page 16.

View the terrace collection on page 54

Are you following us on social media? 

Stay up to date for all the news. 

Stay up to date! 
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A big advantage is our stock, because 

everything is in stock! We have 2 

warehouses with a fixed expedition team 

who work every day to deliver our 

products neatly. 

EXPEDITION

Bring together experienced and passionate 

people and you have a top team that com-

plement each other perfectly! We like to 

share our knowledge and passion with you.

OUR TEAM

The experience centre for professional atmosphere 

& taste experiences. Where interior design, furnis-

hing and identity are central and specialists, from 

different disciplines, like to let guests experience for 

themselves what the possibilities are in this area. 

Everything for indoors, outdoors and in the kitchen. 

Stimulating the senses. Looking, smelling, feeling, lis-

tening, tasting and experiencing. That’s what Studio 

Senses is all about!

INSPIRATION CENTRES

OUR PARTNER

Don’t need a complete metamorphosis but looking for something else? Come 
drinking coffee with our sales advisors. They can tell you everything about our indoor 

collection but we also have everything in stock for outdoor use. 

EXPERIENCE IT ALL 
BY YOURSELF

Van Gestel Grootkeukentechniek helps 

you realise your professional kitchen. 

Whether it is a catering kitchen, compa-

ny restaurant, cafeteria, small-scale living 

kitchen, departmental kitchen or a kitchen 

for recreation. We listen to your wishes 

and inspire you with creative designs 

and smart kitchen solutions. Our culinary 

advisor will be happy to demonstrate 

your equipment to you after purchase, so 

that you can get to work quickly. And in 

the unlikely event that something should 

break down, our service- and 

maintenance service ready for you!  

 

View our realised projects & versatile 

quality collection online via

www.vangestelhoreca.nl or call to

055 526 33 33 for more information! 

The kitchen of Woudschoten Hotel & 
Conference centre is equipped by van Gestel 
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WE TURN IDEA’S 
INTO DESIGN

We realize design wishes. Get together with 

our own designers and create your dream 

project! 

To get to know each other, we schedule an 

intake interview. During this meeting we map 

out the wishes regarding colour, material, 

space and furnishing. 

The designer gets to work with the wishes 

passed on. The designer creates a mood 

board, floor plan with spatial layout and the 

material and colour plan.

After approval of the design and quotation, 

we start the realisation together. In order to 

be able to actually carry out everything, the 

drawings are worked out in technical detail 

and ordered by our project department. 

That’s it, the realization! The products are de-

livered and assembled on site. Hasn’t it been 

completely styled the way you wanted it to 

be? Then we offer the possibility for styling 

on location by our stylists. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

AROUND THE TABLE WITH 
ONE OF OUR DESIGNERS

DESIGN DESIGN DESIGN

OFFER & PREPARATION 
PHASE

THE REALISATION

‘ ‘  C R E A T I V I T Y  N E V E R
 G O E S  O U T 

O F  S T Y L E  ’ ’

TOGETHER 
WE DISCOVER 
YOUR STYLE
The best compliment we hear more often is ‘you listen to what we 

want’. Go around the table with our own designers, they work in line 

with the latest trends and let us design your dream project. Ready for 

the next step? Then our project team is happy to join the project. They 

can realize everything from A to Z. 

designer Roza
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This magazine doesn’t just take you through our world. We take you 

through our indoor and outdoor collections. From tastefully decorated 

rooms to the entire range. Make your own interior unique and choose 

the colours, leg shapes and upholstery yourself. 

We believe that a well-chosen interior is a 

plays a key role in the experience of atmosphere and taste and ultima-

tely for yourself. A well-chosen interior or interior design helps you to 

give your business the desired look and feel. to attract guests and let 

them enjoy themselves and hopefully 

come back regularly. 

The Prade chair is 

available in various ver-

sions and can be found 

on page 11.

everything for an atmospheric

INTERIOR
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Also available 
as a 2-seater sofa

Chair Vittoro
available in green 

and natural

Barstool Vittoro
available in green 

and natural

Chair Bobby

ø58 cm

ø42 cm

Puff April

Sofa Evan

Chair Lexi

Every chair in our collection passes through 

the eyes of our designers. They follow 

and determine the trends of each season. 

Together we believe that a well-chosen 

interior plays a key role in the perception of 

atmosphere, taste and work. 

designers 
CHOICE



designed by 
Mart Visser 

Sofa Viano Island
available in moss green and 

yellow velvet | ø180cm
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Restaurant Gastrobar 1910, The Netherlands

DO YOU KNOW?

1. choose the model

2. choose the upholstery

3. choose the colour

4. choose the legs

all these chairs are available in various 

designs, covers and colours? 

Which model suits your interior best?

Do you choose fabric, imitation 

leather or a combination? 

Are you going for quiet, trendy, 

classic or pastel? The choices are 

endless! 

Not only the upholstery is up to you, 

but also the legs. Choose the shape 

and colour according to your own 

wishes! 

Chair Vintor

Chair Rocky

Chair Floyd

Chair WolfChair Will

Chair Olsen



Golfclub The Links Valley, The Netherlands

Barstool Vintor
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Barstool Novee

Chair Ritchie
Chair Envi

Chair Lulu

Chair Jake

Chair Novee

Chair Bent

Chair Jim 

STARS SHINE
Retro meets intergalactic. The 

simplicity. And chic at the same 

time. An unparalleled combination 

of fabric, wood and metal. Subtle 

but certainly present. As simple as it 

can be beautiful and functional. See 

the new collection shine... 
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Chair Prade

Chair Jacky

Chair Lowie

Chair Pia Lounge

Chair Cross

Puff Spring

ø36 cm

Barstool Lowie

Barstool Jay

DO YOU KNOW?

1. choose the model

2. choose the upholstery

3. choose the colour

4. choose the legs

all these chairs are available in various 

designs, covers and colours? 

Which model suits your interior best?

Do you choose fabric, imitation 

leather or a combination? 

Are you going for quiet, trendy, 

classic or pastel? The choices are 

endless! 

Not only the upholstery is up to you, 

but also the legs. Choose the shape 

and colour according to your own 

wishes! 
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Chair Clay
available with and without 

armrest
2-seater sofa Clay

available in various 
upholstery types

Barstool and chair Nilly

Barstool and chair Teddy
available in anthracite imitation leather
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THE NEWEST COLLCTION
Did you know that the Lauren chair is upholstered with 

microfibre? A material that is very suitable for intensive use. 

Because it consists of synthetic fibres, the fabric is very strong 

and can easily take a beating. 

Chair Lauren
available in anthracite, cognac 

and army microfiber

Chair Binq
available in brown 

and grey artificial leather

Barstool Binq
available in brown 

and grey artificial leather
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Let your guests enjoy! The Olivia looks great in the lobby, lounge or 

hall of your company, facility or practice. Strong, distinctive, durable 

and stylish for both personal and professional use. Your guests will 

be happy to stay (sit) a bit longer.

OLIVIA

Chair Olivia
available in dew, lush en 

blush en citrus

easy 
stackable

Barstool Jyll
available from stock in yellow, terracotta 

and black velvet
other materials or leather on request

Chair Ivy
available from stock in yellow, terracotta and black velvet

other materials or leather on request

Chair Jyll
available from stock in yellow, terracotta and black velvet

other materials or leather on request
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Available in 
high and low bar 

stool

Chair Tyler
available in blue, pink and 

green velvet

Chair Logan
available in blue, pink and 

green velvet

Chair Willow
available in blue, pink and 

green velvet

FEELS LIKE VELVET
The velvet collection exudes design and is 

designed for the hospitality industry. Put them 

in your restaurant or how about a hotel room? 

Barstool Zayn
available in blue, pink and 

green velvet
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5X
Recently realised 
projects
Enjoying the food in a restaurant but enjoying the 
beautiful interior just as much. We take care of these 
realized projects. See below a selection of restaurants 
and catering establishments which ones were ahead of 
you. 

A brand new interior, stunning views of the Hoornse-
meer, delicious food and conviviality. Those are the 
ingredients of Meerwold Food  & Drinks, based in the 
Netherlands. With a lot of enthusiasm, our designer has 
been able to transform the spaces into an attractive 
design. A place where you can watch, taste, smell and 
enjoy in the restaurant or bar. 

Restaurant & Rederij Eemlust in the Netherlands is a 
unique place on the river Eem where everyone can 
enjoy surprising dishes and a hospitable service. A 
real family business that attaches great importance 
to the feeling of home. And that can be seen in the 
interior, a cozy and atmospheric space. 

1. RESTAURANT MEERWOLD FOOD & DRINKS

2. RESTAURANT EEMLUST 

1.

2.
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3.

4.

5.

At Woudschoten Hotel & Conference Centre in 
Zeist, the Netherlands they know how to 
onvincingly put forward the theme of green & 
sustainable. The new pure & honest restaurant 
concept fits in perfectly with this. The furniture is 
perfectly placed in the green surroundings where 
guests can have breakfast, lunch or dinner. The 
pure & fair restaurant concept also includes a new 
kitchen concept. Our partner van Gestel realised 
a completely new kitchen with front cooking. 
Herewith they can easily respond to the guest’s 
wishes. 

By Ami Urban Bistro is the newest hotspot 
with international allure, located at one of 
the most beautiful locations on the Kop van 
Zuid in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The 
furniture delivered by us in combination 
with the rest of the room looks like a 
magical fairy tale. 

For all your acrobatic stunts you can go to 
Street Jump in Breda, the Netherlands! This 
project started in 2018 when two entrepre-
neurs came to us for an intake interview. This 
resulted in a creative design, which was almost 
completely taken over. The existing canteen 
was stripped and only the bar remained. After 
a lot of adjustments you can say that it is a 
cool and cozy place to wait for the jumping 
acrobats. 

4. BY AMI URBAN BISTRO

3. HOTEL & CONFERENCE CENTER 
WOUDSCHOTEN

5. STREET JUMP BREDA



Boutique Club Plan, Nijverdal
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Barstool Studo

Chair Studo
available in various 

designs

Combine and create your own chair. 

With the many possibilities in fabrics 

and frames you can create your own 

chair that fits in with the interior. 

PHILLOW
Chair and barstool 

Phillow



Chair Leighton
Barstool Ferron Low
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Barstool Tega
available in various designs

Chair Tega
available in various designs

Chair Rydell

Chair Peyton
Barstool Fay Low

DO YOU KNOW?

1. choose the model

2. choose the upholstery

3. choose the colour

4. choose the legs

all these chairs are available in various 

designs, covers and colours? 

Which model suits your interior best?

Do you choose fabric, imitation 

leather or a combination? 

Are you going for quiet, trendy, 

classic or pastel? The choices are 

endless! 

Not only the upholstery is up to you, 

but also the legs. Choose the shape 

and colour according to your own 

wishes! 
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Sofa Wes



DID YOU KNOW?

You can 

combine the 

Wes collection 

endlessly? 
Are you going for quiet, 

trendy, classic or 

pastel? The choices are 

endless! 

Not only the upholstery is up to 

you, but also the legs. Choose 

the shape and colour according 

to your own wishes! 

3. choose the 
colour

4. select the 
paws

1. choose 
the model
Which model suits 

your interior best?

2. choose the 
upholstery
Do you choose fa-

bric, imitation leather 

or a combination? 

Restaurant Banfi, the Netherlands
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Chair and barstool Wes

Lounge Wes

A simple balance between design and comfort. 

The Wes collection can be endlessly combined 

with colors and designs. 

WE WANT WES
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Chair Connor

Chair Connor Swing Barstool Connor

Tough and powerful, but still very 

accessible. A striking color and natural 

materials make a rough interior a place 

where conviviality is allowed. 

shop in 
STYLE

Chair Raff

Chair Luke

Barstool Oval

Chair Emerson

Chair Justin
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Chair Floral
purple flowers

Puff Jova
purple flowers

Puff July
purple flowers

Chair Lungo, puff Felice

Sofa Blossom Roze

Chair Novum 

Puff Novu

Chair Cosi
available in pink suede

Puff Sue 
available in orange velvet

Chair Glory
available in green chenille Chair Globe 

available in blue velvet
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Red. Green, blue, copper and steel. This 

new collection is hot and hospitality proof. 

Become #trending on Social Media with 

our latest collection. Create seating areas 

that are perfect for a #instacoffee update. 

Stylish and practical we love.

pick a 
COLOR

Chair Megan 
available in green and red 

velvet

Sofa Megan (2-seater and 3-seater)
available in green and red velvet

Sofa Megan (2-seater and 3-seater)
available in green and red velvet

Sofa Meave 2-zits
available in green and red velvets

Chair Amy
available in green and red 

velvet

#instacoffee
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vintage 
IS ART

Barstool Skool
skai/beech

Barstool Skool
draaibaar

Chair Vetro 
Green Rusted

Chair Vetro 
White Rusted

easy 
stackable

easy 
stackable

Chair Skool skai also 
available as armchair

Chair Skool skai/beech
also available as armchair

Chair Skool beech
also available as 

armchair

easy 
stackable

easy 
stackable
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TABLE TOPS

THE DECORS BELOW ARE AVAILABLE IN 
Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm  
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm

Our extensive collection of tabletops will make your interior even more attractive. With the atmospheric decors you always make the 

most beautiful colour combinations with your chairs and table pedestals. Would you like a different decor or melamine? Then please 

contact us. There is always a decor that best suits your interior. We are happy to help you.

S128 Pembroke FB11 Maloja U129 Sherwood S071 Sherwood/Maloja

S095 Sherwood/Maloja FC18 TalcoS072 Sherwood/Maloja

LR33 Sable

R4830 Atrium Grey T539 Logan Eik T538 Delano Eik T542 Thermo Pine

LR34 Sable LR47 Sable LR30 Sable

S007 Spessart
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T603 Tobacco T561 Kasteel 

Sesam wood

T600 Oak Natur T601 Halidax Eiken Wit

Tabletop Old Dutch

You can also have your melamine tabletops 

framed. With an aluminium brass frame for extra 

cachet, or do you go for the cool look with a 

blue steel frame?

The right look and feel and a 

identical feel real wooden 

tabletops. Please contact us for all 

possibilities. 

LISTS REAL WOOD

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN TABLE!

1. CHOOSE A TABLE TOP
What look do you want to give 

to your terrace? Do you choose 

cool, quiet or classic? 

2. CHOOSE THE DESIRED SIZE
Choose the desired size of the table, the 

choice is huge! 

Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm  
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm
+

3. CHOOSE THE BASE FRAME
The frame is also an important factor in 

choosing a table. Did you choose this one as 

well? Then your own table is waiting for you! 

All table frames can 
be found on pages 
29, 30 and 31.

T536 Chauteau eiken T541 Hacienda Black T535 Scandic Wood wit T534 Molina Essen grijs



more marble
PLEASE
Marble fits well with all the popular interior colors at the 

moment. If you choose marble that is light, it creates a 

luxurious and classic atmosphere. Do you prefer a tough 

and exciting interior? Then green or black marble is for 

you. 
Brasserie Monastere, The Netherlands
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MELAMINE TABLETOPS

TABLES

Dark Marble T567 White Marble T566Green Marble T569 Trasimeno Basalt T568

Table Marbello

Table Marbelhi Table Marble

Table Como ø47cm
gold and marble look

Table Macy ø70cm
messing and marble look

Table Mexy ø48cm
messing and marble look

Table Comus ø57cm
gold and marble look
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special  
TABLE TOPS

The robust Suar tabletops can also be com-

bined with our collection of table pedestals. 

The Suar tabletops can be made to measure 

for you in any desired size. 

TABLE TOP SUAR

These beautiful tabletops are handmade and provi-

ded with a high quality epoxy filling for a real wow 

factor. The warm colour of the walnut wood in 

combination with the epoxy creates a unique look. 

TABLE TOP WALNUT 
WITH EPOXY

Ø 70 cm 70 x 70 cm 260 x 90 cm

With a unique adjustable
underframe for multifunctional
usability in your interior!

Table Trunk

Base Indu Base Portland Base Aspen

Base Vancouver 2 Base Vancouver 3

Base Nashville
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Base Yeti

Base Plus

Base Yeti Rectangluar

Base Plus Rectangluar

industrial table
BASE
You can easily combine our collection of table 

pedestals with our collection of chairs and 

tabletops. For each chair there is a matching 

base that allows you to create the most 

atmospheric settings in your space.

Also take a look at our
 collection tabletops on page 
26, 27, 28 and 29

Base Chicago Base Utah Base YorkBase Bergamo

Base Paris Base Boston Base Torino Base Torino 2

Bartable 
base

Bartable 
base

Bartable 
base

Bartable 
base

Base Jura Base Austin Base Rivas Base Seattle Base Richmond
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Boutique Club Plan, The Netherlands

Base Sienna
High

Base Sienna Base Sienna 2

Base London 
4

Base London 4 
messing

Base London 4 
koper

Base London 2Base London 
3

Base Liverpool Base Orlando Base Dublin Base Oxford Base Oxford 2

Base Jackson Base Jackson 2 Base Toledo Base MemphisBase Jackson Hoog

Bartable 
base
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Barstool Mason

This leather back collection is a mood maker in 

a classic interior but also a real eye-catcher in a 

modern interior.

LEATHER BACK 
COLLECTION

Chair Nelson

Chair Davis

Barstool Davey
Chair Riley

Barstool Danton

Barstool Charles

Chair Caleb

Furniture with a vintage wink

THE
1
2
3
4
5

Various colours and frames available

Top quality materials

Fits well within any desired interior style

Especially for professional use

5 SPECIFICATIONS
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Also available as 
round bench

Chair Cooper

Restaurant Twentse Bierbrouwerij, The Netherlands

Bench Vinnie
available in various 

seating heights

Combine it up and set your favorite couch 

together. With the many possibilities in color, style and 

shape you make your sofa fit within your interior. 

BENCH

Barstool Charles

Barstool Rocco

Chair Caleb

Chair Ryan Chair Nero



Grand Café Hanos, The Netherlands
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Chair Jenson
available in cognac, green and black 

Barstool Jenson
available in cognac, green 

and black 

ATMOSPHERIC LEATHER
A mix of vintage and modern. This collection 

is made of real leather in combination with 

steel and rattan. The collection not only creates 

atmosphere but also enough seating space for 

every interior. A unique style and only available 

by us! 

100% REAL LEATHER

Chair Jens
available in cognac, green 

and black 

Hocker Elone
available in dark brown and 

black leather

easy 
stackable

100% REAL LEATHER 100% REAL LEATHER
100% REAL LEATHER
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Bench Hopkins
available in various sizes 

A mix of vintage and modern, that describes the style 

of the Oboe and the Drum. This chair is made of real 

leather and the legs of oak. A unique style.

OBOE & DRUM Chair Oboe
available in various colours

Chair Drum
available in various coloursChair Chimes

available in various colours

Chair and 2-seater sofa Jace
available in cognac imitation leather

100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER
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Chair Naru

scandinavian  
DESIGN
Simple and functional, that’s the collec-

tion with a Scandinavian touch. Filled 

with attention and the best quality! 

Chair Hanny

Chair NevaBarstool Neva

Table Latus

Table Latus 

Table Lakri ø80cm

Restaurant The Lemon Tree, The Netherlands
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Table Ruff Wooded

Table Ruff Black

real 
EYECATCHERS
Rough, tough or modern. An 

atmospheric addition to your 

interior!

Table Ruff Wood

Table Frame

Table Trumpet

Table Ruff Black Wood

Table Trumpet

Base Dayton
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TOUGH 
FURNITURE
 Do you want a tough, robust and 

create a contemporary atmosphere 

with industrial furniture? We have it all!

Chair Riff
Chair Reeva

Chair Dayne

Sofa Wick

Chair Rover

Sofa Baz

Barstool Bryon Barstool Dax
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INDUSTRIAL 
TABLE BASE
A cool design, something for everyone! 

Base Harp

Base Twin Leg

Including 
wheels

Barstool Josh

Chair Mylo

Barstool Iwan

Chair Fio

4 METER

Table Triple X Table Double X

Table Mammut 
Available in the sizes 

200 x 90 cm and 400 x 90 cm
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Catering bar stools come in all shapes, sizes and colours and that ensures 

that they fit in with every interior. They are indispensable for the bar of 

cafes and can create a cozy, playful layout. 

BARSTOOLS

Chair Trier Chair Mannheim Chair Lingen
available in various 

designs

Chair Freiburg
available in various 

designs

Barstool Nordhorn Barstool Frankfurt Barstool Gatwick Barstool Oldenburg

Barstool Leipzig

Chair Scott

Chair Lines

Chair Kay

Let’s get rid of the traditional brown for once? Then 

choose a café chair in black or white. Or perhaps a 

different colour. That’s also possible. All chairs and 

bar stools from our café collection can be supplied in 

many colours.

CAFE CHAIRS
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Are you looking traditional but in a different 

jacket? This aluminium collection is not only 

available in fresh colours but you can also put 

it outside! 

FOR INSIDE 
AND 
OUTSIDE

Chair Quinn
available in Retro Green, 

Vintage Yellow and Bold Blue

Chair Lucci
available in Retro Green, 

Vintage Yellow and Bold Blue

Sofa Becca
available in Retro Green 

en Bold Blue

Barstool Bean 
available in Vintage 

Yellow and Bold Blue
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Chairs come in many styles, colours and materials. 
Which one you choose depends of course on 
taste and the look you want to give to the space. 
Make sure you have a good seat height and 
depth, so that guests can sit comfortably at the 
table. If you choose a chair that meets your 
wishes and requirements, you will always 
sit well! 

TAKE A SEAT 
OUT THE 
COLLECTION

Chair Gatwick

Chair Masimo Chair Panama Chair Eva

Chair Lido Taupe

Chair Masimo-A

Chair Lido Zwart Chair Lido Wit

All chairs with this icon: 

are available in various versions? 
Make your own chair 
complete and choose the colour 
and upholstery yourself. 
All choices can be seen in one of 
our inspiration centres. 

DID YOU KNOW?
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EVERYTHING 
A LITTLE BIT 
DIFFERENT

Chair Alassio Naturel

Barstool Hudson Barstool Masimo

Chair Alassio Zwart

Chair Dorso Chair Saturn Chair Joy-A

Chair EmmaChair Billy

Barstool Joy

Barstool TanjaBarstool Metro Alu
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Trolly is available 
separately 

Stackchair Detroit
available in anthracite and tanny

Stackchair Boston
available in anthracite 

and tanny

banqueting
STACKCHAIRS
Interiors become more stylish. The need for an appropriate 

atmosphere and experience increases. Spaces are being arran-

ged or furnished in a smarter way. And the demand for smart and 

flexible furniture is rising. That’s why we introduced a new label of 

stacking chairs: Next Generation Stackchairs. 

easy
stackable

easy
stackable
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Folding table frame 
Curtez

Folding table frame  
Cortez

Stackchair Ohio
available in various 
colours and frames

Stackchair Ohio Oval
available in various 
colours and frames

Stackchair Evento
verkrijgbaar in diverse 
available in various colours 
and frames

Stackchair Eventus
available in various colours 
and frames

Stackchair Eledger
available in various 
colours and frames

Also take a look at our collecti-
on tabletops on page 
26, 27, 28 and 29

easy
stackable

easy
stackable

easy
stackable easy

stackable

easy
stackable
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WHY WE LOVE
HARDSTUFF

INDUSTRIAL URBAN

NATURAL TEXTURE AND MATERIAL

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

TIMELESS ATMOSPHERE BUILDER

Bartable Scrambler 

Table Rambler

Table Cube

Bartable Columbus

Bartable Piazza

Table Piazza
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Bartablel Goat 120 x 46 cm

Sofa Miner
available in green leather HARDSTUFF COLLECTION

Our Hardstuff collection is known for its sturdy 

furniture, inspired by natural textures and mate-

rials. We can tell you so much about it but you 

have to see and try this collection in real life! 

Come and visit us.

Street Jump, The Netherlands

Table Mikado

Pendant lamp Cube

Hocker Circle Barstool University Barstool University 
Premium

Barstool Rodeo

100% REAL LEATHER
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Chair Telum
available in various designs

Barstool Ritz
available in various designs

Hocker Ritz
available in various designs

Chair Ritz
available in various designs

Barstool Fine
available in various designs

Chair Fine
available in various designs
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Chair My
available in various designs

Chair Lavi
available in various 

designs

simple
DESIGN
Light colours, clean lines and natural materials: a 

Scandinavian interior is an oasis of tranquillity. The 

perfect interior style to make the space look bigger.  

Chair Simple Easy
available in various designs

BarstoolSimple 
available in various 

designs

Chair Simple
available in various designs
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GOTTA LOVE 
LEATHER 

Tough and atmospheric. That is the 100% leather 

collection.Cognac, black and green leather. Real 

eye-catchers for every hospitality interior. 

Chair Ozzy
in metal and leather

Barstool Bono
available in cognac and black

in metal and leather

Chair River
available in black and green

in metal and leather

Hocker Flaine

Hocker Bold
Hocker Juke

available in various sizes 

100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER 100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER
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Hocker Loy

Barstool Denley
in metal and leather

Chair Bruce
in metal and leather

Chair Mitch
in metal and leather

Barstool Ridge
in metal and leather

Barstool Brant
in metal and leather

Sofa Moto
in metal and leather

Sofa Miller
in metal and leather

Chair Devie
in metal and leather

Chair Rens

100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER 100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER

100% REAL LEATHER 100% REAL LEATHER 100% REAL LEATHER 100% REAL LEATHER
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Chairs come in many styles, colours and 
materials. Which one you choose depends 
of course on taste and the look you want 
to give to the space. Make sure you have a 
good seat height and depth, so that guests 
can sit comfortably at the table. If you 
choose a chair that meets your wishes and 
requirements, you will always sit well! 

TAKE A SEAT 
OUT THE 
COLLECTION

Chair FirmChair Solid Chair Liam Barstool Liam

Chair SchermaChair 
Amsterdam-A

Chair Fendo

Chair Anna Chair Nina

Chair PadovaChair Vice Chair Casper
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NOTHING AS 
comfy 

AS A SOFA

Chair Lautrec

Chair Rosa
Chair Dion

Chair Matey

Chair Square Wing
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The right catering terrace design ensures that your terrace is completely full 

on sunny days. Decorating a terrace involves a lot of work. It is a difficult job 

to connect everything together to create the right atmosphere and look. We 

are happy to give you personal advice about your terrace design. 

Nothing is as cozy as grabbing a terrace with friends. The sun is shining, there 

is music, the glasses are ringing and people are laug-

hing. Every hospitality entrepreneur enjoys this moment 

and would like to have his terrace filled. We like to think 

along with you to make the terrace stylish, cozy and 

irresistible for guests. For every budget and every wish 

we deliver terrace decor. 

everything for a sunny

TERRACE

The Spritz 

terrace chair 

can be found 

on page 78. |  5 5
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Chair Toby I

Surprising, colorful and chic, we 

are of course talking about the 

Café de Paris style. Combine the 

terrace chair Toby with nice round 

terrace tables for the ultimate 

holiday feeling! We are in love! 

take me to 
PARIS

easy
stackable

Chair Toby IIIChair Toby II Chair Toby IV

easy
stackable

easy
stackable

easy
stackable
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Chair Iana

latest trend
ROTAN
The rattan look is a classic on the terrace. 

Whether it is in a natural version or in a ‘Café 

de Paris’ style. We love this atmosphere on 

the terrace! 

Chair Jay

Barstool Alec

Chair Aleca Chair Alec

Chair Jaya

Chair Ian

easy
stackable
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Chair Baleric
available in the colours grey and natural
pillow included

Barstool Baleric
available in the colours grey and natural
pillow included

Chair Cerian
pillow included

Chair Nofi

the latest
COLLECTION
The Baleric, Jonah, Nofi and Cerian all have perfect seating comfort 

and because the material is colourfast and durable, you will enjoy it 

for a long time. The wall thickness of these chairs are horecaproof 

as you are used from us.  Everything in the house for a successful 

terrace. 
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Also available as a 
lounge set

Chair Jonah
available in the colours 
natural and anthracitet

Barstool Jonah
available in the colours 
natural and anthracite
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Loungeset Catch 4 parts
pillow included 

Chair Catch
available in the colours 
light mood and dark mood
pillow included

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Catch is a retro terrace ‘armchair’ with a dining function 

and a soft and round design. It is focused on 

simple lines, good comfort and a comfortable pillow. 

The armrests are finished with a subtle round weaving. 

Sofa Catch
available in the colours light mood and dark mood
pillow included

easy
stackable
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Chair Trobe
pillow included

Chair Atrope
pillow included

Chair Rhea
pillow included

the newest
COLLECTION
Rattan patio chairs are the stylish chairs where you can 

really go in all directions! They are very easy to combi-

ne, both outside and inside! Rattan chairs come in many 

different colours, material thicknesses and models. If you 

are looking for a braided rattan chair then you’ve come 

to the right place.

Chair Caper
pillow included

Chair Riv
pillow included

easy
stackable

easy
stackable
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5X
The cosiest terraces that 
are worth a visit
As soon as the weather is nice, we prefer to spend as much 
time outside as possible. The sunshine makes sure we can relax 
on a lovely terrace. Take a look at some of the terraces below 
which ones were ahead of you. 

Restaurant De Oale Marckt in Wierden, The 
Netherlands offers guests the ultimate experience 
when it comes to food and atmosphere. It almost 
looks like an oasis of tranquillity through the green 
surroundings where De Oale Marckt is located. In 
the heart of Wierden. 

The friendly shades of colour and tropical botanical 
elements add a subtropical touch to the terrace. 
The restaurant Brass Boer, Bonaire has an outdoor 
kitchen where chefs cook on natural stone and a 
terrace directly by the sea with beach bar and food 
truck. 

1. DE OALE MARCKT IN WIERDEN

2. DELFINS BEACH RESORT OP BONAIRE

1.
2.
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The historic building of Het Montferland is 
located in a very unique location in 
Zeddam, The Netherlands. Because of the 
natural colours and a wink to the surroun-
dings it has become a playful and modern 
design. But not only the interior has become 
a picture, also on the terrace it is easy to 
keep up. Tasty food, delicious coffee and 
an amazing place full of nature: you have all 
the ingredients at your fingertips to enjoy a 
beautiful environment with striking designer 
furniture. 

In addition to decorating the restaurant, 
it was time that we also decorated the 
terrace. Enjoy fine dining at The Lemon Tree 
under the lemon tree which can be found 
not only inside but also outside. Where can 
you find The Lemon Tree? On the 
Cosiest square in Deventer, The Netherlands 
of course! 

At the busiest point of Holten, 
The Netherlands you’ll find Grand Café de 
Biester. A perfect stop after a piece of 
cycling or if you come straight out of the 
train! A cosy and at the same time hip
terrace with our Jonah chair from the 
new collection!

3. HOTEL & RESTAURANT 
HET MONTFERLAND IN ZEDDAM

4. THE LEMON TREE IN DEVENTER

5. GRAND CAFÉ DE BIESTER IN HOLTEN

3.

4.

5.
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IN THE AIR 
After decorating the restaurant The Lemon Tree in Deventer, the 
terrace had to be decorated as well. Enjoy a delicious lunch under 
the lemon trees on the terrace chairs of the Air collection. A pictu-
re! 

Chair Air-A Chair Air

Barstool Air

All models are available in the 
colors taupe, pigeon gray, white and black.

Combine the Air collection with various cushions from our 
assortment. See all colour schemes on page 96.

ONE PILLOW FOR EACH CHAIR

easy
stackable
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Chair Elvi
available in olive green, blue and anthracite

the newest  
COLLECTION
Sleek, stylish and strong: the Elvi chair. A 

styleless collection you’ll enjoy for years. 

Mix and match different colours for a 

surprising look or keep it quiet by choosing 

one colour from this collection. The choice 

is yours!
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first concept 
THEN DESIGN
Polypropylene terrace furniture gives you 

terrace color, provide flexibility and 

distinctiveness. Striking in terms of 

appearance, light in weight, strong in 

quality, easy in maintenance and also very 

affordable. 

The possibilities are endless. Modern colors, 

beautiful shapes, different sizes and flexible 

set-ups. 

The choice is yours. 
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Chair Trill
available in black, olive 
green and mustard yellow

Chair Trill
available in black, olive 
green and mustard yellowl

Barstool Trill
available in black, olive 
green and mustard yellow

Light weight

Easily stackable

Easy maintenance

Simple but chic design

easy
stackable

easy
stackable

easy
stackable



make it simple
BUT SIGNIFICANT
Surprising, inviting and also comfortable. The Italian 

design is a feast for the eyes. The attractive colours of this 

stackable collection enrich your terrace and set you apart 

from others. 

|  6 8
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Chair Net
available in anthracite, 
taupe and mustard yellow

Barstool Net
available in anthracite, 
taupe and mustard yellow

easy
stackable

easy
stackable
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Chair Sky
available in black, taupe 
and pigeon grey
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Light weight

Easily stackable

Easy maintenance

Simple but chic design

Polypropylene terrace furniture gives you 

terrace color, provide flexibility and distinctiveness. Striking in 

appearance, light in weight, strong in quality, easy in maintenance 

and also very affordable. 

Chair Lucy
available in black, pigeon 
grey and olive green

Chair Loft
available in black, pigeon 
grey and olive green

easy
stackable

easy
stackable
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Chair Costa Coffee Chair Costa Naturel Chair Costa Mocca Chair Costa Black

Chair Kannet Coffe Mix Chair Kannet Naturel Chair Kannet 
Black

Chair Santa Fè 
Naturel

Chair Santa Fè 
Coffee

Chair Santa Fè 
Mocca

The terrace chairs Costa and Sante Fè have 

been in the outdoor collection for years and 

are still very popular. Comfortable, stackable 

and, of course, hospitality-proof.

COSTA & SANTA FÉ

easy
stackable

easy
stackable
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Chair Marino Black

Chair Lucca-A Black Chair Lucca-A Bordeaux

Chair Marino Beige

Chair Marino Bamboo

A PLEASANT TERRACE
Entrepreneurs pull the atmosphere of their business from 

the inside out on the terrace. That’s why this year we have 

added many different models to its collection that can be 

used by every hospitality entrepreneur. 

easy
stackable

easy
stackable
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Chair Cenon
Leather Look Wicker

Chair Cenon
Textileen Silver

Chair Cenon
Textileen Black

Chair Cenon
Black Wicker

Barstool Cenon Black

Barstool 
Cenon Silver

Barstool
Cenon White

A MAGICAL VIEW
The historic building of ‘Het Montferland’ is located in a 

very unique location in Zeddam. Because of the natural 

colours and a wink to the surroundings, it has become a 

playful and modern design. 

easy
stackable

Chair Cenon
Textileen White
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Colourfast and durable wickerwork

Perfect sitting comfort and easy stacking

Easy maintenance

Frame with horecaproof wall thickness and 

additional protective coating

WHY WE CHOOSE 
THE MEZZA

Barstool Mezza-A

Barstool Mezza

Barstool Mezza

Chair Mezza-A 
Leather Look

Chair Mezza
Leather Look

Chair Mezza-A 
Black

Chair Mezza 
Black

Chair Mezza-A 
Castana

Chair Mezza
Castana

ONE PILLOW FOR EACH CHAIR
Combine the Mezza with various cushions from our 
assortment. See all colour schemes on page 96.

Universele pillowToscane pillow

Universele pillowToscane  pillow

easy
stackable

easy
stackable

easy
stackable
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Terrace chairs come in many styles, colours and 
materials. Which one you choose depends of 
course on taste and the look you want to give 
to the terrace. Make sure you have a good seat 
height and depth, so that guests can sit com-
fortably at the table. If you choose a chair that 
meets your wishes and requirements, you will 
always sit well! 

TERRACE
CHAIRS
IN A ROW

Chair Eero BlackChair Crylon GreyChair Fiber Chair Eero Taupe

Chair Tight Chair York Black Chair York White

Chair Baja 
Black

Chair Ice Kix

Chair Baja 
Leather Look

Chair Baja 
Castana

Many of these chairs are 
easily stackable? Ideal 
to store patio chairs.

DID YOU KNOW? 

easy
stackable
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Chair Amigo

Chair Otry PinkChair Otry White

Chair Relay WhiteChair Relay Black Chair Relay Pink

Chair Stockholm

Chair Finesse
pillow included

Chair  Next Taupe 
pillow included

Chair Next White
pillow included

Chair Carter 

Chair Modus 
Leather Look

Chair Modus 
Antraciet

Chair Rondo

ONE PILLOW FOR EACH CHAIR
New in our terrace collection are handy 
terrace cushions! Ideal for the terrace and 
for your guests to enjoy even 
longer. From modern cushions to Tuscan 
cushions to universal cushions. The choice 
is wide. 

View the entire pillow range on page 96
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Chair Spritz Tortora

de Oale Marckt 
WIERDEN
Nice, right? The Spritz patio chair on the terrace? That’s what 

we think! Gasterij de Oale Marckt in Wierden has a cosy and 

authentic atmosphere where many people feel ‘’at home’’. 

The terrace chair radiates style and completes the terrace! 
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a colourful 
TERRACE
Light weight, easily stackable and the 

ultimate in seating comfort. The Kiwi patio 

chair will brighten up your terrace with its 

cosy colours. 

Chair Kiwi
available in black, grey, blue, 
orange and white
all colours including pillow

easy
stackable
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Loungeset Nofi 3.0
4-parts

Chair Nofi

Diningset Nofi 
5-parts
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LOUNGING WILL 
NEVER BE THE SAME

Corner lounge Emoti
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Lounging is only really lounging with the 
collections of Higold. With Higold we have made 
it an art to relax in the 2020 collection. Equipped 
with all the comforts with original shapes and 
optimal comfort.

Having a drink, dinner or just lying stretched out is 
never the same after your purchase of Higold!

LOUNGING WILL 
NEVER BE THE SAME

Loungeset New York
4-parts

Also available as a 3-seater set

Corner lounge New York

Diningset York

view the entire collection online
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Loungeset York
also available in black

Corner lounge York
also available in black
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Bartable Torneo ø90cm,  
barstool Acacias

Bartable Chivas,
barstool Maple

Table Marlon
available in taupe and anthracite

Taut aluminium terrace tables with non-wood table-

top, available in sizes 120 x 80 cm, 140 x 80 cm and 

80 x 80 cm.

MARLON

80 x 80 cm 120 x 80 cm
140 x 80 cm

You see it more and more on the terraces. Cozy 

bar tables where you can sit or stand around. A 

nice advantage of this is that you can use the 

square meters can be used optimally. That’s what 

we now call Next Level terraces. 

CONVIVIALITY 
AT LEVEL
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No matter how much we want it, not every surface is flat. And 

a leaning or wobbling table, that can happen to the best of us. 

Isn’t it? From now on, that’s no longer necessary with the new 

series of Flat Equalizers. A smart product that will always keep 

your table straight. Nice for your guests and for you. So leave the 

coasters, beer mats, paper, cubes or any other tools in the closet 

and get acquainted with the Flat Equalizers.

FLAT EQIALIZERS

NEVER 
WOBBLING 

TABLES 
AGAIN

Easy to assemble!

terrace table
BASES
You can easily combine our collection of table 

pedestals with our collection of chairs and ta-

bletops. For each chair there is a matching base 

that allows you to create the most atmospheric 

settings on your terrace. 

Base Mezza Rectangular 
Leather Look

Base Mezza Rectangular 
Black

Base Mezza Rectangular 
Castana

Base Mezza Round Alu 
Inox

Base Mezza Round Castana
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NEVER WOBBLING 
TABLES AGAIN?
The solution can be found on page 85.

Also take a look at our collection 
tabletops on page 
88 and 89.

Base Rafael black Base Pavia black

Base Parma black

Base
Napels 3 grey
collapsible

Base 
Napels 4 grey
collapsible

Base 
Macau 4F black
collapsible

Base 
Trento 4 silver
collapsible

Base 
Trento 4 black
collapsible

Base
Trento 2 black
collapsible

Base 
Trento 4 white
collapsible

Base
Trento 2 white
collapsible

Base
Cylus 4F zand
collapsible

Base
Cylus 2F zand
collapsible

Base 
Trento 4 taupe
collapsible

Base
Trento 2 silver
collapsible

terrace table
BASES
You can easily combine our collection of table 

pedestals with our collection of chairs and 

tabletops. For each chair there is a matching 

base that allows you to create the most 

atmospheric settings on your terrace. 
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Base
Tivoli 3 black

Base
Tivoli 4 black

Base
Tivoli 4G black

Base
Tivoli 2 black

Base
Roma 3 alu

Base 
Roma 3 grey

Base
 Roma 3 white

Base
Roma 3 black

Base
Roma 4 alu

Base
Roma 4 grey

terrasonderstel 
Roma 4 white

Base
Roma 4 black

Base
 Roma 2 alu

Base
Roma 2 grey

Base
Roma 2 white

Base
Roma 2 black
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12 MM THICK

enfiber
TABLE TOPS
Our extensive collection of tabletops will make your terrace even more attrac-

tive. With the atmospheric decors you always make the most beautiful colour 

combinations with chairs and table pedestals. MIX AND MATCH. 

THE DECORS BELOW ARE AVAILABLE IN 
Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm  
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm

Cloudy Davanti Nagano

Marmera Woody Nereta Grey

Frontier Grey Stones
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PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN TABLE!
1. CHOOSE A TABLE TOP
What look do you want to give 

to your terrace? Do you choose 

cool, quiet or classic? 

2. CHOOSE THE DESIRED SIZE
Choose the desired size of the table, the 

choice is huge! 

Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm  
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm
+

3. CHOOSE THE FRAME
The frame is also an important factor in 

choosing a table. Did you choose this one as 

well? Then your own table is waiting for you! 

All table frames can 
be found on pages 
85, 86 and 87.

LET’S GET 
THIS
PARTEAK 
STARTED

Ø 50 cm
Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm  
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 70 cm
120 x 80 cm

Atacama Cherry Timber Washed Elm Zinc

TABLE TOPS 18 MM THICK

Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm 120 x 80 cm

The Topalit table tops can be used on many 
bases and are available in the following sizes:

16 MM THICKSMARTLINE

Beige Concrete Black

Wouldn’t you rather have real wood on 

your terrace? Then opt for atmospheric 

teak. Available in various sizes.

TEAK
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Loungeset Vento
6 parts

GET READY FOR 
THE LOUNGE

Vento is the showpiece of our lounge 

sets collection. We love a perfect mix of 

sleek design and convenience. A cool 

look with 6 loose elements and a uni-

que Quick Dry Foam which makes this 

lounge set perfect to stay outside!

You can put together the 8-piece 

lounge set Versailles yourself. The 

elements can also be ordered se-

parately. The Versailles is available in 

taupe, leatherlook and black. 

Loungeset Versailles 8-parts
available in black, taupe and leather look taupe leather look

Diningbench Lux

combine to
HEART’S CONTENT
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C’est Bon Chez Léon, The Netherlands

Bench Jules 120cmBench Jules 250cm Bench Jules hoekelement

total length 2 metres

Picknickset Darby
available in anthracite and white

You see it more and more on the terraces. Cosy 

modular or picnic sets for the terrace. A cozy look 

and also useful in terms of space. 

ENJOY

8 seats

Partytent Festa 
available in ecru, 
anthracite and black
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A firm foot for each parasol. Our 

parasol feet can be used on 

several all parasols. 

FAST

Crossfoot
for Karin, Liva and Eifel

Parasol base Graniet 90KG
for Karin, Liva and Eifel

Parasol base Graniet 25KG
for Mambo and Pisa

Parasol base Graniet 40KG
for Mambo, Columbia and Pisa

Parasol Sunwave

grey / taupe
300 x 150 cm

Balcony parasol

Can also be used as a windbreak

Height adjustable 

Can be placed in more than 80 positions

Parasol foot 
Sunwave 30KG

Parasol Pisa

black / taupe / red / azur
Ø 3 meter

Parasol Mambo

black / ecru / taupe / grey
3 x 2 meter

Parasol Karin

black / ecru / grey 
4 x 4 meter en 5 x 5 meter

Parasol Columbia

grey / red / taupe
Ø 2,6 meter
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8 metres
cross 

section

SUNSHINE
meet the

Parasol foot 
Tropez 90KG

Parasol Tropez

gray / taupe
3,5 x 3 meter360º

black / ecru
3 x 3 meter

Parasol Eifel Square

zwart 
Ø 3,5 meter

Parasol Eifel Round

Parasol Caprice

black / ecru
5 x 5 meter, 6 x 6 meter 

en 7 x 7 meter

black
Ø 8 meter

Parasol Salou

Parasol Liva

black  |  3 x 3 meter / 4 x 4 meter

ecru    |  3 x 3 meter

taupe  |  3 x 3 meter / 4 x 4 meter

red    |  4 x 4 meter
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RELAX
sit back and

Lounging is only really lounging with these collections. We have 

made it an art to relax in the 2020 collection.  Equipped with all the 

comforts with original shapes and optimal comfort. 

Sunlounger Emoti Zwart

Sunlounger Emoti Taupe (set) Sunlounger Nofi (set) Sunlounger New York

Sunlounger Maxus Zwart

Sunlounger Tombona

Sunlounger Maxus Taupe
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Table ICOO Zilver 
Ice bucket

Table ICOO Wit
Ice bucket

Table ICOO Wit
Flower basket

Table ICOO Zwart Ice 
bucket

Table ICOO Zwart 
Flower basket

How convenient is this? The stylish Icoo table & storage is a 

picture to look at and also ‘cool’ to use as an ice bucket for a 

cool drink on your terrace or as a flower basket. 

ICOO

Loungeset Java
4-delig
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MODERN CUSHIONS

TUSCANY CUSHIONS

WAT E R - R E P E L L E N T

PROFI LINE
40 x 40 cm
2 cm thick

WAT E R - R E P E L L E N T

WAT E R - R E P E L L E N T

WAT E R - R E P E L L E N T

WAT E R - R E P E L L E N T

TOSCO210 GREEN TOSCO209 TAUPE TOSCO213 GREY

TOSCB241 SAGE

BASIC LINE
46 x 46 cm
8 cm thick

TOSCB222 TAUPE TOSCB239 GREY TOSCB231 SAFIER BLUE

BASIC LINE
40 x 40 cm
2 cm thick

PROFI LINE
40 x 40 cm
2 cm thick

PRO LINE
40 x 40 cm
2 cm thick

SOPHB222 TAUPE

SOPHG358 GREY

SOPHB239 GREY

SOPHG359 DENIM GREY

SOPHB241 SAGE

SOPHG360 GREEN

SOPHB231 SAFIER BLUE

SOPHG357 RED

UNIVERSAL CUSHIONS

PRO LINE
46 x 48 cm
7,5 cm thick

WISCG362 TAUPE

WISCG360 GREEN

WISCG358 GREY

WISCG357 RED

WISCG361 LIGHT GREY WISCG359 DENIM GREY

PROFI LINE
46 x 48 cm
5 cm thick

WISCO209 TAUPE WISCO213 GREY WISCO210 GREEN

BASIC LINE
48 x 48 cm
6 cm thick

WICKB222 TAUPE WICKB239 GREY WICKB241 SAGE WICKB231 SAFIER BLUE

SOPHS030 TAUPE SOPHS031 GREY SOPHS033 SAGE SOPHS032 BLUE
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MOBILIER I HORÉCA I COLLECTIVITÉS
081 263 440 - www.acrm.be
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